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Course Information 

Description 
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to basic texts and basic topics in feminist 
philosophy. To that end, this course surveys a range of issues in feminist philosophy and serves as 
an introduction to several of feminism’s key philosophical insights and contributions, which span a 
number of standard philosophical areas, including ethics, metaphysics, epistemology, philosophy of 
science, and political philosophy. By the end of the term students should be able to speak 
competently about important themes in feminist philosophy, such as identity, objectivity, the self-
other relation, sexuality, gendered embodiment, agency and freedom; and about the contributions of 
a number of important thinkers in feminist philosophy. Students will gain exposure to feminist 
appropriations and criticisms of the Western philosophical tradition as well as debates within 
feminist thinking. 
 
The course is divided into three units. We’ll begin with a general introduction to feminism, touching 
upon central questions about what exactly feminism is, as well as central themes in gender theory, 
including essentialism, dualisms, and the construction of gender. The second part of the course 
explores feminist contributions to epistemology and philosophy of science, particularly arguments 
for a feminist epistemology emphasizing the situated condition of knowers and of knowledge, 
grounded in critiques of objectivity. Then, the third part of the course examines applied issues in 
feminist philosophy, including economic justice and pornography. 
 
As well as regular attendance (evidenced by the completion of small, in-class quizzes), students are 
expected to participate in class discussion, sometimes in small groups, and to complete weekly 
reading assignments. While no prior knowledge is presupposed, because many of the topics  we will 
examine relate to established theories and concepts drawn from the standard Western philosophical 
canon, basic knowledge of core debates in e.g. metaphysics, epistemology, and political philosophy 
will be useful for understanding the feminist critiques/contributions. 
 
Objectives 
This course is intended to both introduce students to basic texts and topics in feminist philosophy, 
as well as prepare them for engagement in independent research in this area.  
 
Outcomes 
Students taking this course will  

1. Acquire knowledge regarding central issues in analytic feminist philosophy 
2. Engage closely & critically with classic & contemporary literature in this area 
3. Develop their ability to think & write philosophically 



 
Requirements 

 Reading. Students are expected to read all specified material prior to attending class. You must have 
read the required readings before class; otherwise you won’t be able to follow/participate in the 
discussion. 

 Attendance. University regulations state that students are expected to attend a majority of a 
course’s meetings in order to receive credit for participation (maximum 3 classes missed). To 
evidence that you have met these regulations, we will conduct weekly in-class, open book 
quizzes, consisting of a small number of questions about the reading. 

 Participation. Students are expected to participate in discussion or email contact with the 
instructors (in case you're shy about talking in class). With discussion, seminars can be lots of 
fun. Without discussion, seminars are boring. Let’s have fun, rather than be bored! 

 Hausarbeit. Students taking this as a core course for a BA/MA module will need to write a 
Hausarbeit. Paper topics, as well as final submission dates, must be discussed and settled by 
week 7. Please contact the course organizers if you are interested.  

 
Texts 
The primary texts for this course are: 
 
BAILEY, A. and CUOMO, C. The Feminist Philosophy Reader (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2008) (FPR) 
OKIN, S.M., Justice, Gender and the Family (New York: Basic Books, 1989). 
FINE, C., Delusions of Gender: The Real Science Behind Sex Differences (London: Icon Books, 2011). 
 
Copies of these, where available, are on reserve in the library. Along with portions of these books, 
we will also read several journal articles, as well as snippets from other monographs. We will 
distribute as much of the reading as we can via the course webpage, available here: 
 

http://goo.gl/i3Gkvb 
 
Readings will be uploaded as pdf’s to the associated ‘Readings’ page. Note that the Readings page is 
password protected; the password is ___________________. Should you lose the password, please 
contact either of the course organizers for a reminder! 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Preliminary Schedule 
 
Week 1 (Apr 6) – Easter Monday – NO CLASS 
 
Week 2 (Apr 13) 

 TUANA, N. “Reading Philosophy as a Woman”, in Woman and the History of Philosophy , pg. 1-12 

 BAILEY, A. “A Feminist Turn in Philosophy” in FPR pg. 1-8. 
 

§I. SEX AND GENDER 
Week 3 (Apr 20) 

 BORDO, S. “Introduction: Feminism, Western Culture, and the Body” in Unbearable Weight: 
Feminism, Western Culture, and the Body, University of California Press (1993, 2003), pg. 1-42. 



 On Manspreading: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/21/nyregion/MTA-targets-
manspreading-on-new-york-city-subways.html?_r=1 

 
Week 4 (Apr 27) 

 BARTKY, S. “Foucault, Femininity, and the Modernization of Patriarchal Power” in The Politics 
of Women's Bodies: Sexuality, Appearance and Behavior ,  WEITZ, R. ed., (1998), pg. 25-45. 

 BUTLER, J. “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and 
Feminist Theory” in FPR, pg. 97-106. 

 
Week 5 (May 4) 

 FAUSTO-STERLING, A. “Should There Be Only Two Sexes?”, in FPR, pg. 124-144. 

 BUTLER, J., “Subjects of Sex/Gender/Desire” sections I-V in Gender Trouble (1999) pg. 2-34. 

 “Germany allows ‘indeterminate’ gender at birth”, BBC Nov 1 2013, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-24767225 

 
Week 6 (May 11) 

 FINE, C. Chapters 17-21, Delusions of Gender, pg. 143-170. 
 
Suggested Further Readings:  

 DE BEAUVOIR, S. Introduction to The Second Sex, in FPR, pg. 87-96. 

 HOOKS, B. “Reconstructing Black Masculinity”, in FPR, pg. 107-124. 

 LORBER, J. “Believing is Seeing: Biology as Ideology”, Gender and Society, Vol 7(4): pg 568-581. 

 SPELMAN, E. “Gender & Race: The Ampersand Problem in Feminist Thought” in FPR, pg. 265-279. 

 

§II. KNOWLEDGE AND SCIENCE 
Week 7 (May 18) 

 LONGINO, H., “Subjects, Power and Knowledge” in Feminist Epistemologies, Alcoff and Potter 
(eds.), Routledge (1993, pg. 101-120. 

 HASLANGER, S., “Ontology and Social Construction”, Philosophical Topics, 23.2 (1995) pg. 95-
125. 

 
Week 8 (May 25) – NO CLASS 
 
Week 9 (June 1) 

 FINE, C. Delusions of Gender, chapters 13-15 (pg. 113-133). 

 CODE, L. “Taking Subjectivity into Account”, in FPR, pg. 718-741. 
 
Week 10 (June 8) 

 HARDING, S. “‘Strong Objectivity’ and Socially Situated Knowledge”, in FPR, pg. 741-756. 

 ANDERSON, E. “Feminist Epistemology: An Interpretation and Defense”, Hypatia 10.3 (1995) 
pg. 50-84. 

 
Suggested Further Reading 

 ALCOFF, L.M. “How is Epistemology Political?”, in FPR, pg. 705-718. 

 COLLINS, P.H. “Black Feminist Epistemology”, in Black Feminist Thought, Routledge, 2nd ed. (2000), pg. 251-271. 

 HARTSOCK, N.M. “The Feminist Standpoint: Developing the Ground for a Specifically Feminist Historical 
Materialism” in Discovering Reality, eds. Sandra Harding and Merrill Hintikka, (1983) pg283. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/21/nyregion/MTA-targets-manspreading-on-new-york-city-subways.html?_r=1
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/21/nyregion/MTA-targets-manspreading-on-new-york-city-subways.html?_r=1
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-24767225


 KELLER, E.F. “Gender and Science” in Discovering Reality, eds. Sandra Harding and Merrill Hintikka, (1983) pg. 
187-206 

 

§III. APPLIED FEMINISM 
Week 11 (June 15) 

 OKIN, S.M., Justice, Gender and the Family, Chps 2,5,7, pgs.25-40, 89-109, 134-169. 
 
Week 12 (June 22) 

 POWER, N. One-Dimensional Woman, Chps 0.0-2.1 pg. 1-37. 

 FRASER, N. “After the Family Wage: Gender Equity and the Welfare State”, in FPR pg. 622-
638 

 
Week 13 (June 29) 

 LANGTON, R., “Speech Acts and Unspeakable Acts”, Philosophy and Public Affairs, 22.4 (1993) 
pg.293-330. 

 
Week 14 (July 6) 

 MACKINNON, C. “Defamation and Discrimination”, Only Words (1993) pg.2-41. 

 FINLAYSON, L. “How to Screw Things with Words” Hypatia, 29.4 (2014) pg. 774-789. 
 
Suggested Further Reading 

 DWORKIN, R., “Do We Have a Right to Pornography?”, Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, 1.2 (1981) pg. 177-212. 

 EATON, A.W. “A Sensible Antiporn Feminism” Ethics, 117.4 (2007) pg 674-715. 

 LANGTON, R. “Pornography: A Liberal’s Unfinished Business” Canadian Journal of Law and Jurisprudence, 12.1 
(1999) pg.109-133. 

 WALTER, N. Living Dolls: The Return of Sexism. Virago, 2010. 

 FOLBRE, N. Who Pays for the Kids: Gender and the structure of constraint. (1994) Chps1-3, pg. 15-125. 
 


